Great teacher!

Good class. definitely the only class I had this semester that was worth going to. Professor Bloomfield is very dedicated and cares about his students.

Re: # 18, the only factor which prevented me from learning much in this class was that I have encountered everything at some point or another in the past, which is probably unusual.

Very good teacher. He is interested in every student's academic success. Some other professors, I feel, want to arrange a bell curve for some students so that some fail, others get bad grades and few get A's. Professor Bloomfield isn't like that, and and I admire it.

Not my favorite course I've taken at UVA, but Prof Bloomfield is a good teacher, probably on his way to becoming an excellent professor. He is well prepared, makes himself available outside of class, and searches (sic) for better ways to make difficult material more intelligible.

NO ORAL PRESENTATION FOR FINALS< PLEASE!! Overall, great Professor!

He did a good job with relatively boring material

Professor Bloomfield is a great professor. He really shows a lot of concern that students are able to understand often difficult concepts. He's well prepared.

The class itself was moderately interesting. Bloomfield is one of the best teachers I've had in SEAS.

Class was entertaining as it could be, but it was early which makes it hard to be alert

I loved the course, but not enough opportunities were given to “participate” in class. If “class participation” is graded, then it should be more clearly defined

Not the best course, but prof did what he could. My one suggestion is louder music

Easy subject matter; material not taught in depth

Professor was very organized. Slides were detailed and very easy to understand which made it easy to catch up if a class was missed